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Introduction t

Geophysical Surveys, consisting of en Electromagnetic and a

Magnetometer Survey, were recently completed on a 55-cleim portion of the Card 

Lake, Ontario Property of Card Lake Copper Mines Limited. The following re 

port and accompanying maps Describe the result* and gives an interpretation of 

the surveys.

Property Description i

That portion of the Card Lake, Ontario property covered in this 

report consists of a single block of fifty-five, continguouo, unpotented mining 

claims located in Cannon Creek, Saddle Lake, end McVicer Lake Areas, Red Lake 

Mining Division, District of Kenora (Patricia Portion), Ontario and described as 

sellouts i

KRL 6173? - KRL 61747 inclusive

KRL 62222 - KRL 61236 "

KRL 62243

KRL 62244

KRL 62247

KRL 62248

KRL 62251

KRL 62270 - KRL 62289 inclusive
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Location A Access i

The Property is situated in northwestern Ontario approximately 

115 airmiles northeast of the town of Red Lake, or 50 miles west of Pickle Lake* 

All-weather gravelled highways connect both Red Lake and Pickle Lake to the main 

Trans Canada Highway which is situated to the south.

Access to the property is most readily gained via float-equipped 
aircraft from either Red Lake cr Pickle Lake to the campsite on Card Lake.

History i

There is no evidence of any prior work having been conducted on 
the Card Lake Property.

Regional Geology s

The area encompassing the Cord Lake Claim Group is covered in 

the THIRTY-NINTH ANNUAL REPORT of the Ontario Department of Mines, Vol. XXXIX, 

PART 111, 1930; "Geology of the Shonia Lake Area, District of Kenora (Patricia 
Portion)," pp.1-211 H.C. Laird accompanied by flap No. 39d, SHONIA LAKE AREA.

The Card Lake group is situated within what is commonly referred 

to as a "Greenstone Belt" of Precambrian age volcanic and sedimentary rocks 

that occupy a basin structure roughly 25 miles long by 5 miles wide - it is 

completely surrounded by extensive masues of granite. Rock outcrop in the general 

area of the Property itself is sparse, less than ten per cent, and much of the 

ground between consists of muskeg-covered clay basins and water-saturated spruce 

and elder swamps.

The principal minerals of economic interest found in the general 

region are gold, chalcopyrite (copper), silver, and minor molybdenite and nickel. 

The rock types end mineralogy present in the general area are typical of those 

found in other similar Greenstone Belts where massive sulphide, base metal de 

posits have been located.

Geophysical Results A Interpretation j

Card Lake Copper Mines recently completed (June 28th) e prelim 

inary exploration program on a 55 claim portion of their 98 claim property. 

This praliminary program consisted essentially of linecutting and ground geophys 

ical surveys (electromagnetic i magnetometer) since the general lack of rock
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outcrops effectively prohibits comprehensive or detailed geological mapping. 

The primary purpose of the exploration program undertaken was the detection 

of massive sulphide, base metal (copper-zinc-silver; copper-nickel) orebodios 

of the type commonly found in other Greenstone Belt Areas of the Canadian Shield.

Electromagnetic and magnetometer surveys were carried out on a 

grid system of north-south bearing picket lines cut at 400-foot intervols from 

0+00 to 144*00 West; stations (pickots) were established by chaining at 100-foot 

intervals along each picket line.

A W-1 Fluxgate Magnetometer was used in the magnetic survey; 

the electromagnetic survey was carried out using a flcPhar SS15 Vertical Loop 

E.ffi. Unit at a frequency or* 1000 c.p.s. Details of the instrument data is 

given on accompanying copies of tho Manufacturer's brochures. The magnetic and 

electromagnetic survey results are plotted separately, and are shown on the 

accompanying three maps. The Kag Survey results are plotted on two separate, 

adjoining flaps; Sheets Nos. 142.

(a) Magnetometer Survey Interpretation :

An examination of the magnetic survey map shows fourteen, sep 

arate, and distinct Magnetic Anomalies and/or "High" Magnetic Zones designated 
"A" to "N" inclusive; Magnetic Zones considered anomalous are those containing 

values ranging above 3000 gammas. Most of the mag anomalies so marked have 

"peak" values ranging from 10,000 to 80,000 gammas; and in general, are long, 

linear-shaped zones that trend parallel to the regional stratigraphy. Although 

outcrops on the property ere exceedingly sparse, those few present (one at ftag 

Anomaly "E"), the extremely high gamma readings obtained, the linear shape,' 

and the stratigraphic conformity of such Anomalous flag Zones conclusively indi 

cate that they are caused by concentrations of the iron oxide mineral Magnetite 

within a sedimentary host rock; that is, they constitute the typical "Iron For 

mation" found throught the region.

In general, the property contains magnetic readings (background) 
that vary from zero to 400 game.* R; the few outcrops present indicate that such 

areas are underlain by a variety of sediments, schists, and/or gneissic rock 

types* Lower magnetic readings (zero to minus 300 gammas) detected were gen 

erally associated with elliptical or plug-shaped zones, and probably indicate 

local, acidic intrusive rock types - Quartz Feldspar Porphyry outcrops in one 

such zone which has values ranging from 10 to 100 gammas. '

Several rones of high "negative" values were also found; such
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zones ere not Indicative of rock types with low magnetic properties, but rether 
are considered to represent zones of "reverse polarity" caused by narrow bands of 

Magnetite concentrated near surface. This interpretation is considered particu 
larly valid for any such high negative readings detected which are located adjacent 

and parallel to zones of ftag Highs (iron Formation)*

(b) ElectromaQnetic Survey Interpretati on;

The E.CI. Survey indicated a great number of long, continuous, "weak" 
conductive zones that trend parallel to the regional stratigraphy] maximum ampli 
tudes of crossovers detected (a measure of the strength of the conductive body) were 
approximately 15 degrees which represents a moderate to weak conductor only if mask 
ing overburden cover were shallow at that point* Please refer to the accompanying 
brochure on the ftcPhar E.M. Unit for details re interpretation of results.

In several cases, the E.fi. Conductive Zones followed closely along 

the outside boundaries (on both sides) of Magnetic Anomalies,,and appeared to rep 
resent "edge effects"; that is, they followed contact zones between the Iron Form 
ations and enclosing rock types. Such E.ft. Conductive Zones are associated with 

all the strongest Keg Highs detected within the area surveyed; for example, with 
(Magnetic Anomalies A,G,L 4 N.

The cause of most of the E.PI. Anomalies detected is nut positively 

known; however, graphitic zones (conductive) are found associated with most of the 
sedimentary horizons, and/or their metamorphic equivalents (Schists 4 gneisses), 
present throughout the local area. Amplitudes of the E.CI. crossovers detected, as 

shown on the accompanying Map in profile form, were in general very low (five de 
grees or less) - Indicating the presence of only disseminated sulphide mineraliz 
ation, or another poorly-conductive material; or, that overburden cover was very 

deep.

Summary V Conclusions i

The general lack of rock outcrops on the Card Lake, Ontario Property 

presents a serious problem in any detailed Geological Evaluation Program, and dic 
tates a policy of utilizing Geophysical Surveys as the most practical method of ess-
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essing the economic potential, if any, of the claim group*

The primary purpose of the Geophysical Surveys conducted by Card 

Lake Copper Mines urns the possible detection of massive sulphide, base metal ore- 
bodies (copper-zinc-silver; nickel-copper) of the type often found in such "Green 

stone Belt Areas" of the Canadian Shield*

During the period March 24th to June 28thX69, Card Lake Copper Wines 
completed linecutting, an Electromagnetic Survey, and a Magnetometer Survey over a 
55-claim portion of their Card Lake Property. The Magnetometer Survey outlined 
fourteen, generally linear-shaped, "High" Magnetic Zones; the strongest of these 

aforementioned Mag Anomalies are interpreted as representing typical Iron formations 
with local concentrations of massive Magnetite mineralization. The Electromagnetic 
Survey detected numerous, long, weak conductive zones that generally trended par 
allel to the regional stratigraphy. Several of the stronger and more continuous 
E.M. Conductive Zones wore associated with the Iron formations, and are interpreted 
as being indicative of contact zones. Other long, linear zones are believed to be 
caused by local concentrations of graphite within sedimentary horizons. Amplitudes 
of the E.M. crossovers detected are generally very low, none are high, indicating 
the presence of only disseminated sulphides and/or some other equally-poor conduct 
ive material. Although it would be extremely costly to ascertain, the possibility 
also exists that these weak E.M. Conductive Zones might somewheres along thoir strike 

length actually represent a strong conductor, such as a massive sulphide body, buried 
at considerable depth and not a weak conductor near surface - this former possibil 
ity cannot at this time be adequately evaluated since local depths of overburden are 
unknown.

The general lack of any strong E.fi. Conductors at any place on that 
portion of the Property surveyed precludes the possibility of determining any area 
that might obviously contain a massive sulphide body, and hence, require further 
evaluation.

The presence of long, continuous, Magnetic Anomalies on the Property 
could be of considerable economic importance if the indicated Iron Formations con 

tain Magnetite in sufficient tonnages of economic grade and purity. ,
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Recommendations:

Conduct a Geological Reconnaissance Mapping Program along the E.Pi* A Mag 
Conductive Zones detected in the Geophysical Survey in order to determine if 

possible their cause;

In conjunction with the above tapping Program, test by means of diamond 

drilling a few of the better Magnetic Anomalies (such as A,G,L or N) in order
~""" ""'*" -w "

to determine the economic worth, if any, of the contained Magnetite (iron) min 

eralization; and the cause of the associated E.M. Conductors* Assay any Magnetite' 

bearing drill core for the possible presence of such detrimental impurities as 

phosphorous, titanium, manganese, et cetera.

from a practical standpoint, the most readily accessible Mag Anomaly (iron 

Formation) of current interest that could be easily reached from the base camp on 

Card Lake would be Magnetic Anomaly "N"; therefore, it is recommended that this 

Anomaly be drilled first.

Respectfully submitted,

KENNETH H. DARKE CONSULTANTS LIMITED 
Agent, CARD LAKE COPPER MINES LIMITED

Timmins, Ontario 

September 5, 1969 K.H. Darke, P.En 
Consulting Geological
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TUEOnY

The electromagnetic method of geophysical exploration is based on the use of 

two fundamental physical phenomena, electricity and magnetism. From elementary 
physics, we know that a current of electricity passing through a wire will create a 

magnetic field in the vicinity of the wire.

An alternating current flowing in a loop of wire suspended above the surface 

of the earth will cause currents to flow in buried conductors. This process is 
termed 'induction' and occurs in the following steps;

1) The alternating current flowing in the loop creates an alternating 'magnetic' 

field (primary magnetic field) in the vicinity of the li

2) The primary alternating magnetic field will cause currents to flow in a sub 
surface conductor.

The Induced currents flowing In the sub-surface conductor will then create a 

magnetic field (secondary magnetic field) which con be measured at the surface of 
the earth. The magnetic fields in this method are measured by a 'search coil' 

connected to either a voltmeter or a set. of earphones. The intensity of the magnetic 

field is indicated by the voltmeter reading or the amplitude of the signal in the 

earphones.

PRACTICAL APPLICATION

In the technique employed by McPhar, a coil of wire is suspended in a. 

vertical plane from a mast. A strong alternating current is passed through this 

coil, creating an alternating magnetic field (primary field) near the coil. If a 
conductive mass, such as a massive sulphide body, is near the coll, currents are 

'induced' in this mass. These induced currents In the conductive body in turn creato 

another alternating magnetic field (secondary field), which distorts the primary 
magnetic field. This distortion can be measured by a search coil In terms of 'dip 

angles', as explained below.

The magnetic field caused by the induced current flowing in a long wire conduc 

tor spreads out concentrically from the conductor as shown in Fig. 2. At any point 

in the field, a search coil will have a voltage induced in it which is dependent 

upon the frequency of the alternating current in the transmitting coil, the number 

of turns of wire in the search coil, the area of the search coll, und the angle the 
search coil makes with the linos of force. In Fig. 2 the search coll is shown in 

positions In which the voltage induced In it is a minimum. If the long wire is re 

placed l)y a large sulphide body, the same considerations apply. In actual practice, 

however, conditions are more complicated that this, since the secondary field due to 
the conductor is superimposed on the primary field of the vertical coil (see Fig.3).
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A hypothetical traverse taken along the ground above and at right angles to 

such a conductor is shown in section in Fig. 3. The directions of the primary and 

secondary fields are indicated by arrows whose lengths are proportioned to their 

respective field strengths. The direction and intensity of the resultant or 'distor 
ted 1 field are found by employing the so-called 'parallelogram of forces' as shown. 

These resultant arrows are parallel to the plane of the search coil when it is 

rotated into a position where it is not cut by any of the lines of force of the 

resultant field. In these positions, no voltage is induced in the search coil, and 

if a set of earphones is connected across the search coil, no signal is heard in the 
earphones. When the search coil is tilted in either direction away from the posit 

ion of minimum voltage, a signal is heard in the earphones. ,

The angle between the resultant arrow and the horizontal at any point is termed 

the 'dip angle' and its determination is the fundamental measurement in the search 

for conductors.. A typical dip angle curve is given in Fig. 3 in which dip angles 
are plotted along a traverse across a massive sulphide body. Over barren ground, 

the dip angles are practically zero. The approach to a conductor is marked by In 

creasing dip angles which in turn decrease to zero directly above the conductor, and 

then increase, but in the opposite sense, beyond the conductor. Far from the con 

ductor the dip angles return to zero again.

FJELD PROCEDURE

To overcome extraneous dip angles arising from elevati,onal and topographical 
effects, the plane of the transmitting coil is oriented for each observation so as 

to contain the point' of observation. If the relative locations of the transmitter 

coil and the search coil are known to within a few feet, the transmitter coil can 

be oriented so as to make errors negligible, even in the most rugged terrain. Hence, 

the dip angle profiles are directly interpretable and require no topographic or 

other correction. When the coils are properly oriented the occurrence of a dip 

angle indicates a conductor.

In the field operation, the receiver is moved along traverses perpendicular to 

the assumed geologic strike. Traverses are usually made along lines 400 feet apart, 

and several can be made from one transmitter location (see Fig. 4). Measurements can 

be made on traverses up to 1,600 feet from the transmitter. Accurate orientation at 

these distances may be maintained by using a plane table. In practice, the distance 

traversed on any one line is seldom more than 1,000 feet on each side of the trans 

mitter. On the traverse line 400 feet from the transmitter, the distance is frequent 

ly less than 1,000 feet to each side. Therefore, it may be necessary to employ 

several transmitter locations in order to complete the survey of a property.
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ADVANTAGES and LIMITATIONS

The vertical loop electromagnetic method as previously described is used chiefly 
In the exploration for such excellent electrical conductors as massive metallic sul 

phide deposits or for massive magnetite. It can, however, be used advantageously in 

the search for moderately-conductive materials if the frequency of the alternating 

current employed in the transmitting coil is chosen appropriately. As a general 

rule, the lower the electrical conductivity of the deposit sought, the higher must 

be the operating frequency of the electromagnetic unit. There is, however, a specific 

upper limit to the useful frequencies, above which the overburden and poorly-conduc 

ting shears, faults, etc., give rise to obscuring anomalies.

The use of two frequencies (in thi-s case 1,000 cps and 5,000 cps) in electro 

magnetic surveys is a powerful aid in evaluating the resulting anomalies. The in-phase 

response from any conducting body is directly related to the product of the size of 

the conductor, its conductivity, and the frequency employed. The relative magnitudes 
of the responses at 1,000 cps and 5,000 cps can therefore be used to give an estimate 

of the conductivity of the source of an anomaly. The curves to be expected from 

sources of various conductivities are shown in Fig. 5. Knowledge of the conductivities 
of conductors on a property, coupled with geological knowledge of the type of mineral 

ization to be expected, is of great value in choosing the best targets for drilling 

and other follow-up work.

INTERPRETATION

The interpretation of electromagnetic survey data usually is based on accum 

ulated experience and comparison with results of scale-model experiments. The scale- 
model experiments are performed in the laboratory under controlled conditions and 

permit the geophysicist to determine the general nature of anomalies to be expected 

from many typical bodies.

It is often possible to estimate the size, shape, and depth of an actual con 
ductor by comparison with scale-model results. These factors then have to be assessed 

in the light of the available geological data.

SUMMARY

The vertical coil electromagnetic method is suited ideally for the detection of 
massive sulphide and magnetite deposits. It can be applied satisfactorily under al 

most any topographic conditions. The correct operating frequency for the electro 

magnetic method should bc determined before wide scale application of the method is 

made in any one area. The possibility of sucess of the method and the determination 

of correct frequency often con be estimated by a study of both the geological con 

ditions and rock and ore types of the district. As may be seen from the above dis 

cussion, both the application and the interpretation of the method require a great 
deal of experience.
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EQUIPMENT

The Model SS15 is a completely new design employing the latest advances of the 

electronic industry in solid state circuitry. Both the transmitter and receiver 
units are completely transistorized resulting in greater reliability, substantial 

weight reduction and improved performance.

The top right cover picture shows the transmitter coil and transmitter power 
supply in operation. The triangular transmitter coil is suspended from a light alu 
minum mast and has side dimensions of 15 feet per side. When transporting the equip 

ment, the coil is rolled up and carried in a packsack; the mast and spreader bar 
are disassembled into 5 1/2 foot long sections and strapped together for ease of 

carrying.

The transmitter power supply consists of a l 1/3 horsepower gasoline engine 

driving a 24 volt generator. Powered by this unit, the transmitter console delivers 
current to the transmitter coil.

The transmitter cnn be operated continuously at either 1,000 or 5,000 cycles 

per second if desired. It can also be operated to provide alternating bursts of 

1,000 and 5,000 cycle current. This mode of operation enables the receiver operator 

to make measurements at either frequency without requiring a change of operating 
frequency by the transmitter operator.

For transporting the equipment, the transmitter console is attached to the 

power supply unit which is mounted on a packboard. The combined package weight is 
52 Ibs.

The bottom left cover picture shows the receiver. It consists of a sensitive 

pick-up coil followed by a low noise, high gain, transistor amplifier. The output 
from the amplifier is monitored on headphones. In operation, the receiver is hand 

held and tilted from the vertical to determine the position of minimum or null pick 

up. A meter type clinometer on the instrument indicates the angle of tilt from 

vertical. The receiver batteries are housed in the instrument and the combined 
weight is 5 l/;: Ibs.

SPECIFICATIONS

OPERATING FREQUENCIES: 1,000 and 5,000 cps (other frequencies can be supplied on
special order)

TRANSMITTER OPERATION: (a) Single frequency 1,000 or 5,000 ops continens transmission.

(b) Combined 1,000 and 5,000 cps transmission.

RANGE: 2,000 foot separation between transmitter and receiver for a i 10 degree 
null width.
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DEPTH OF EXPLORATION: Roughly half the distance between transmitter and receiver. 

TRANSMITTER P01YER SUPPLY: 300 watt generator driven by a l 1/0 H.P. gasoline engine. 

RECEIVER BATTERY SUPPLY: 2 type E 146 Eveready batteries. 

BATTERY LIFE: Approximately 6 months. 

OPERATING TEMPERATURE: -350 to 1200 F.

WEIGHTS: Packboard-mounted engine generator and transmitter console ———— 52 Ibs. 
Transmitter Coil, packsack and packboard ———————————————— 25 Ibs. 
Coil mounting mast and spreader bar —— —— ——————————————— 18 Ibs. 
Receiver ——————————————————————————————————————— 5 1/2 Ibs.

EQUIPMENT PARTS LIST
t

l - Packboard mounted engine generator

l - Transmitter console

l - Asbestos lined transmitter co"er

l - Transmitter Coil with orienting board, plumb bob, guy ropes, packsack and packboard

l - Transmitter Coil mast and spreader bar set

l - Receiver unit ,"ith batteries

l - Headphone set

l - Instruction manual

l - Spare parts set for gasoline engine

1 - Set of tools

2 - Spare batteries Eveready type E 146

1 - Spare headset harness

2 - Spare carrying straps

PRICE

Model SS15 Unit complete as listed 63,100.00

The above price is quoted in Canadian dollars, F.O.B. Toronto, Canada and is subject
to change without notice.



FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER

A first order fluxgate type vertical com 

ponent magnetometer. Advanced transis 

torized circuitry and extensive temperature 

compensation is the core of its accuracy 

comparable to precision tripod mounted 

Schmidt type magnetometers.

It is a hand held instrument and needs 

only coarse levelling and no orientation. 

Features such as direct reading of gamma 

values and the possibility of accurate zero 

setting at base stations ensure simplicity 

of operation and higher field economy.

The Model MF-1 Fluxgate Magnetometer is designed for accurate ground surveys in the mining industry as well as a basic 

component for air surveying by small aircraft. Technical data and comparison charts available on request

SPECIFICATIONS

 f~;r^^*?#*^^^ 10,000 to 75,0001
5 lammat! (M .wale division on 1000 'gamma'^f ̂ f^^^^xS^: .--., - , convirllbli tor .^
.w^;?^^^i:vvH^^;^4^^ : 10-000 to 75'000 '
^ 1,OM'gamma,fp^:^X^'';^.i^-'^^^ 

3,000 prnmai A^;-;;.'^ :? :v ; ;';; : i/r^^i; ;.y'-' DIMENSIONS:(INCLUDINGBATTERYCASD 7"14"x 16'V'^;.' 3,000
"' 10,000 . 

30,000 |*mmn v-'-;. ' ;V; 100,000 gimmii 'v/'V'""''-.'"' ^

gammas, Southern hemisphere i 
gamma) tquitorlal.

DIMENSIONS: (INCLUDING BATTERY CASE) 7* 14* x 16'

WEIGHT. (INCLUDING BATTERY CASE) " Slbi/.w .v'^v-" ; ';

12 nashllght Batteries fC-MlD,
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